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It’s early May on a beautiful spring afternoon. I am sitting outside on the quads with three other professors from the history department. While we soak up the warmth of the balmy sun, we start to talk about our students. I love these moments. One of the advantages of working at a small liberal arts college is the chance to share with my colleagues how students are improving, growing, transforming. “Yassemine has grown a lot this semester.” “Rudy, instead, does not seem to get it.” “Lauren is doing great.” These conversations promote camaraderie and make us feel we are all contributing to something meaningful. We all seem to understand each other, and yet our language is so vague. What do we actually mean when we use these expressions? We are not talking about a basic skill that we need to assess. We are talking about something more complex and holistic. On second thought, despite our inability to find the right words, these comments are attempts to address a type of epistemic switching that we experienced in our youth. This change occurred when we finally abandoned the belief that the past and history coincide, we recognized that historical knowledge is not just
the product of a person’s opinion, and then we came to the realization that history comes from the rigorous application of a criterion rooted in a meticulous process of interpretation of the evidence available from the past. If we want for our students to reach this level of understanding of the nature of historical knowledge, our teaching needs to be more intentionally centered on how that knowledge is created. In other words, our instruction needs to explicitly address the epistemology of history. In this article, I start with discussing what the scholarship of teaching and learning in history has to say about the role that epistemological inquiry should play in the history classroom. I will then describe the history classroom through the lens of students’ beliefs about the nature and source of historical knowledge (that is, their epistemic beliefs about history). In this section, I will also share the work of educational researchers who have developed a questionnaire (the “Beliefs about History Questionnaire,” or BHQ) to measure students’ epistemic beliefs about history. I will then share how my experience with the investigation of twenty-three students’ epistemic views about history in two of my upper-level courses (using the BHQ instrument and another free-response survey I created) revealed that students who were willing to engage with historical knowledge through the filter of their personal beliefs (independent of what these beliefs are) were also the ones who displayed a higher level of understanding of the interpretational nature of history. I will then provide suggestions for practical applications of these findings, including an exercise that brings current affairs to the history classroom that may help students achieve a deeper understanding of the epistemology of the historical discipline.

What Do We Mean When We Say That We Teach History?

Before starting my investigation, I had first to make clear to myself what I meant when I say that I teach history. The “History Discipline Core” document created by the American Historical Association served as a good reminder. According to these guidelines, students of history should acquire the ability to build historical knowledge; understand the essence of the historical method and be able to use it to create new knowledge; grapple with the complexity, provisionality, and open-ended nature of the historical knowledge; and use the historical method and historical content to make sense of the present.
The scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) in history has been a strong advocate for this kind of pedagogy for over two decades, and has a rich literature that stresses the importance to address both content and the epistemology that produced that knowledge in the history classroom. Stéphane Lévesque (building on the path-breaking scholarship of researchers Peter Lee and Rosalyn Ashby) has eloquently argued that students’ ability to think historically occurs when both content and method are nurtured in the classroom. In his work, he demystifies the binary view of history teaching that maintains that content knowledge has to be prioritized over exposing students to the complexity of the process that created that knowledge. He asserts that, while content acquisition might be easier to master for students than the historical method, the former should not be conceived as propaedeutic to more sophisticated ways of teaching history. He adds that an approach to history teaching that synergistically cultivates both content and the procedures that produced that knowledge may actually help students develop a historical perspective they could use to make sense of the present.

Similarly, Lendol Calder has argued against the belief that the epistemology of history is a subject that should be kept hidden from students until they take an upper-level course or go to graduate school. Using evidence from cognitive science to counter the common misconception that (at the survey level) content coverage should have priority over “doing history,” he states that students do not retain content knowledge administered to them unless they have the chance to apply it. He further comments, “The problem with defenders of traditional surveys, then, is not that they care about facts too much but that they do not care about facts enough to inquire about the nature of how people learn them.” Instead of worrying about covering as much content as possible, he recommends teachers use their surveys to “uncover” historical knowledge, discuss with students how that knowledge was developed, and present the historical discipline for what it actually is: an “epistemological domain.”

Building on the assumption that every discipline is a specific way of knowing, David Pace and his colleagues have developed a model (known as the “Decoding the Discipline Model”) to help students master the mental operations specific to each disciplinary domain. The first step of the process requires teachers to recognize a “bottleneck”—that is, a specific task that students have difficulty grasping. In the
second step, teachers are asked to become aware of the ways in which they were able to resolve similar issues. Now that the domain-specific mode of thinking has become apparent, it is time to develop a way to model such processes to students. Next, students need opportunities to practice these mental operations and get feedback on their attempts. Students will start to perceive the instructor as an “ally,” and that sense of trust will (hopefully) keep them motivated. Last, Pace argues that the assessment of student learning will be performed with ease because what needs to be assessed had been determined and analyzed at the beginning of the process.6

From a broader perspective, Joel M. Sipress and David J. Volker (using a curriculum development model they borrow from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe) propose to redesign the survey history course based on how we answer this fundamental question: Why is it important to teach historical thinking in the first place? We will then develop a course that cultivates the values that inspire our response. For instance, they believe that, within the general education curriculum, survey history courses should serve the purpose of promoting those skills associated with “active and engaged citizenship,” and argue that an argument-based American history survey could achieve that goal best.7

This review of SoTL literature for history would be incomplete without mentioning Sam Wineburg’s research. Indeed, the very core assumption of his work is that historical thinking is a unique way of thinking that needs to be taught intentionally to students. In recent years, his Stanford History Education Group has expanded its commitment to helping students learn to “read like a historian” to giving students the tools to properly evaluate all information (not just historical sources) they find on the Internet.8

**Seeing the History Classroom through the Prism of Students’ Epistemic Beliefs**

The review of the literature of teaching and learning in history makes it clear that good history teaching should address both historical content and the epistemology that produced that knowledge. A look into the epistemic environment students encounter when they enter a college history classroom may help us shed more light on their learning. Developed first in the field of
psychoanalysis and anthropology and subsequently applied to the field of science education, epistemological frames (or e-frames) study students “epistemological expectations about a pedagogical situation”—namely, what they expect to learn in that environment, what they think is considered knowledge in that environment, how they can contribute to that knowledge, and how that contribution will be judged. Empirical evidence (from math and physics education) indicates that if the instructor has different e-frames from those used by the students, learning does not occur.

Arguably, the history classroom may be a breeding ground for miscommunications about the nature of historical knowledge. The literature of teaching and learning in history provides plenty of evidence to support such a statement. For instance, David Pace (using the Decoding the Discipline Model) has noticed that when we ask our students “to read,” they really do not know what we mean, partially because “reading” means different things in different disciplines. Along the same lines, Sam Wineburg has eloquently demonstrated the difference between the ways students read a document and how professional historians approach it. His main observation is that most students read a text to collect information, whereas scholars have a much more skeptical approach to a source. Indeed, when historians read a document and start to “make sense of it,” they pay more attention to what a source does not say rather than what is stated. Other misconceptions may arise from what counts for student participation in a history classroom. For instance, the traditional coverage model of the history survey perceives students as “learners who will absorb a body of knowledge presented to them through lectures and readings, and who will demonstrate learning by repeating it back to their instructors on exams.” This type of instruction sends students a confusing message about the source and nature of historical knowledge (mostly that facts speak for themselves) and encourages students’ passivity.

These types of miscommunications demand a good look into the epistemic climate of the history classroom. Educational psychologists have defined the epistemic climate within a classroom in terms of “structures and resources that convey messages about knowledge and knowing.” These structures and resources include the type of instruction we opt for, as well as the activities and materials we choose to introduce in the classroom. Every choice that we make
in our teaching sends a specific message on the nature and source of historical knowledge, and every assumption we make is open to students’ (mis)interpretation of what the study of history at the academic level entails. For instance, Sipress and Voelker explain that the traditional coverage model “casts the professor in the role of producer of scholarly knowledge, with the students relegated to the status of consumers whose tasks are to absorb and reproduce expert knowledge.”

While the scholarship of teaching and learning in history provides valuable solutions to correct these miscommunications, the field of epistemic cognition may further help us understand how students’ beliefs about history interact with our instruction. Epistemic cognition studies what people “count as a valid source of knowledge, the perceived certainty and simplicity of knowledge, and the processes by which individuals weigh in competing truth claims, justify what they know and validate their own knowing.” Even the mere definition of epistemic cognition suggests the many possibilities that such a complex field holds for history teaching because of its emphasis on how individuals evaluate sources.

Education scholars, especially Bruce VanSledright, Liliana Maggioni, and Kimberly Reddy, have investigated epistemic cognition in domain-specific areas, including math, physics, and, of most relevance to us, history. Using empirical evidence (mostly the data collected and analyzed by Peter Lee) through the lens of cognitive psychology (especially William Perry’s theory of epistemic development and other researchers influenced by his work), they have created a framework built upon the assumption that historical knowledge develops with the “interaction” between an investigator (the knower) and the object the knower is trying to know (what is left from the past). They have then identified three fundamental epistemic views about history based on the relationship between knower and object.

At the least sophisticated level, history learners think that history is “a direct mirror of the past.” They see evidence as a source that provides “direct access to the past,” and the knowledge it provides is absolute. At this level, students (not always the students in the lower grades) do not make a distinction between past and present and do not perceive themselves as “investigators”—that is, active knowers who need to critically approach the information presented
in the document. They believe that a source has the authority to
tell the absolute truth of what happened. When these students get
exposed to contradictory evidence, their certainty starts to crumble.

This experience often leads students to transition to a different
epistemic stance. At this state, students start to perceive themselves
as active knowers and see sources as testimonies that demand some
discernment in order to be “accepted.” In the presence of multiple
accounts, they try to determine which source is “telling the truth”
and which one is “lying,” without regard for the reasons why some
sources might have overemphasized certain details. However, their
discernment is not based on the systematic application of a method.

At the most sophisticated level, students realize that historical
knowledge is neither completely absolute nor completely relative,
but the product of a knower who has actively engaged with what is
“attempted to be known.” The knower has also determined that
sources need to be analyzed in their historical context (that varies
in time and space), and need to be questioned (students want to
find out who the author of the document is, its addressee, and why
it was written).

VanSledright and Maggioni concluded that students do history at
a sophisticated level when there is:

some coordination between knower (subject) and what can be known
(object) that anticipate[s] or implicate[s] the operation of regulatory criteria,
such as realizing that drawing evidence from accounts to make claims
depends on the historical context, and therefore that many accounts and
much critical analysis of them is required with a degree of intervening
suspended judgment.

To further validate this model, they developed the “Beliefs
about History Questionnaire” (BHQ) to measure a person’s
preponderant epistemic beliefs about history (see Appendix A). The
questionnaire includes twenty-two statements about the nature
and source of historical knowledge that respondents have to rate by
means of a six-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 6 (strongly agree). The “objectivist beliefs” statements revolve
around the tenet that history may be known objectively (“facts speaks
for themselves”), whereas the “subjectivist beliefs” statements detect
the tendency to see knowledge of the past as basically the subject’s
opinion (“history is basically a matter of opinion”). Last, the
“criterialist beliefs” statements reflect an epistemic stance in which
the subject and object (the evidence from the past) interact with each other to develop and validate historical knowledge (“history is a critical enquiry into the past”).

When they used this instrument to measure epistemic beliefs about history among college students (most of whom were history majors), the results were unforeseen. The expectation was that all of the participants (after completing a course designed to help students become aware of their epistemic beliefs about history) would transition from mostly objectivist and subjectivist beliefs to a more criterialist stance (professional historians who had taken the questionnaire had consistently chosen mostly criterialist statements). Pre-and post-test results indicated that additional instruction, instead of provoking a substantial epistemological shift towards more criterialist beliefs, created uncertainty in the participants’ epistemic beliefs, a phenomenon the researchers named “epistemic wobbling.” Epistemic wobbling is the clear manifestation of students’ struggle to conceive themselves as active creators of historical knowledge using what survived from the past. In another study by VanSledright and Reddy, when participants were asked to explain their answers, their justifications vacillated between subjectivist and objectivist statements, indicating that they were not able to fully articulate the criterialist stance. Their comments indicated a frustration towards history’s inability to fully unveil what “happened in the past.” The authors portrayed some students as “jaded objectivists, disheartened by the fact that, in history anyway, things were such that too much error and bias crept in to make definitive, objective knowledge possible.” Even the students who did seem to have understood the criterialist stance (at least in theory) were still disoriented as far as what the “proper role, tools, and criteria” of such an approach were.

Clearly, students may encounter epistemic challenges when they take a history class. The next session of the article discusses what I have learned when I applied the epistemic lens to my teaching.

**Epistemic Cognition and the History Teacher**

Before discussing my experience with the Beliefs about History Questionnaire (BHQ), I feel I owe my colleagues an explanation. Some teachers may question the very act of creating an instrument
that measures aspects of students’ learning that they think are more complex and nuanced than any quantifiable data will ever prove.\textsuperscript{29} As for me, I find the above educational research intellectually stimulating because it gives “humanists” scientific data and frameworks through which teachers can better “read” the history classroom and possibly discover aspects of student learning that a more general approach might not be able to detect.

I administered the BHQ to twenty-three students enrolled in two of my upper-level history courses (see Appendix A for the BHQ). The data analysis confirmed the “epistemic wobbling” detected in the previous study. I related the indecisiveness apparent in the students’ answers regarding their difficulty to “fully translate the practice into theory” and thus be able to conceptualize and verbalize all the tensions involved in the epistemology of history. The results also made me wonder if I had given students enough opportunities to reflect on all the intricacies involved in the epistemology of history. Additionally, I was intrigued to discover possible correlations between specific political and religious beliefs and upbringings and the answers students provided in the BHQ (see Appendix B for students’ responses).

As a result, a few days after taking the first questionnaire, I asked the students to answer a series of open-ended questions to learn more about their upbringing and political views and give them the chance to explain their epistemic beliefs about history using full sentences (see Appendix C for the free-response questionnaire). The results were surprising (see Appendix D for a summary of students’ answers and additional sample answers). Conservative or progressive views, religious or non-religious upbringing, first generation or not, junior or senior status, history majors or otherwise—all of these variables were not the determining factors in high criterialist scores and low subjectivist and objectivist scores. Reviewing some of the most emblematic answers, I will first consider the answers from students with a high criterialist scores, then those of students who scored low in that category.

\textit{Student Responses with High Criterialist Scores}

Amarijah,\textsuperscript{30} a first-generation, junior history major from the South, who grew up in a religious and conservative home, agreed or strongly
agreed with most criterialist statements (but also agreed with several of the objectivist statements as her answer below suggests). When asked what it means to think historically, Amariah stated:

To think historically you really have to remove yourself from the topic. You have to look at the facts and the events, understand that there is more to it and take away your own biases and emotions (something I struggle w/constantly).

Thomas, a senior history major from the West Coast, who grew up in a progressive, non-religious home, agreed or strongly agreed with most criterialist statements. When asked how his religious views had shaped his willingness to learn the material in the course, Thomas stated:

I use my atheism to filter most if not all the material through.

Matt, a junior history major, who grew up in a conservative and religious home, strongly agreed or agreed with criterialist statements. When asked if his upbringing had shaped his willingness to learn something covered in class, Matt responded:

I was raised to be very patriotic, so it was hard to learn some of the horrible acts the United States committed. At the same time, I chose to embrace this information.

Nate, a senior history major, who grew up in a conservative home where religion did not play an important role, strongly agreed with most criterialist statements (and somewhat agreed or disagreed with several subjectivist and objectivist statements). When asked if his political views had shaped his willingness to learn something covered in class, Nate responded:

Previous to entering college, I was raised in a conservative/Republican household but a liberal arts education expanded my thoughts on education and helped me look at history not as facts but as interpretation of evidence.

Mike, a junior double major in history and political science, who grew up in a conservative home where religion played an important role, strongly agreed with most criterialist statements (and somewhat agreed or disagreed with several subjectivist and objectivist statements). When asked if his views on religion had shaped his willingness to learn something covered in class, Mike stated:
It does bother me when there are inconsistencies in the Bible and in history because it makes me feel that some religious texts and teachings are false, and it is hard to deal with sometimes.

When asked if his upbringing had shaped his willingness to learn the material in the history courses he took in college, Mike stated:

I live in a conservative and religious household, when I came to college and I heard words like white privilege, patriarchy and other words like them it really affected me. At first, I was kind of offended, but I began to realize that most of the sources and evidence professors brought out were fairly accurate. I see white privilege being relevant in society and there is no secret of it. However, I felt like I never felt it. I had to work extremely hard to get to where I am now and I never asked for any handouts.

Student Responses with Low Criterialist Scores

Jacob, a junior history major, who grew up in a conservative, religious home, disagreed with several criterialist statements (and agreed with several subjectivist statements). When asked if his political or religious views had shaped his willingness to learn something covered in class, Jacob responded:

Never really happened to me. I always enjoy learning and do not really care what it is about as long as I learn.

Victoria, a junior history major, who grew up in a home where religious and political views were “never made known,” as she put it, somewhat agreed or somewhat disagreed with several criterialist statements (and agreed with several objectivist statements). When asked if her political or religious views had shaped her willingness to learn something covered in class, Victoria responded:

No. There was never a time where I did not want to learn something because of my political or religious views.

Max, a senior history major, who grew up in a conservative and religious home, agreed and also disagreed with several criterialist statements (but strongly agreed with the statement that “facts speak for themselves”). When asked if his upbringing had shaped his willingness to learn something covered in class, Max responded:

My upbringing has allowed me to be neutral when it comes to school.
Ashleigh, a senior history major, who grew up in the South in a progressive and religious home, agreed but also somewhat agreed with several criterialist statements (but also somewhat agreed with several subjectivist and objectivist statements). When asked if her political views had shaped her willingness to learn something covered in class, Ashleigh responded:

That was never the case. My mind is open enough to not be distracted from my learning because of political views.

Analysis and Interpretation of Student Responses

Upon closer investigation of the data, I realized that students who had not indicated or articulated any type of intrapersonal dialogue between their personal views and history learning in any of the free-response questions were also the ones who had the lowest criterialist scores. On the other hand, students who seemed to have a clear understanding of their political and religious views and had engaged in a critical, internal dialogue with the material covered in class were able to score higher in the criterialist beliefs statements, and possibly had reached a deeper, more complex understanding of the nature of historical knowledge. The answers they provided in the second questionnaire support this position.

In substance, the answers suggest that a more sophisticated understanding of the epistemology of history seems to be related to a student’s self-knowledge of their beliefs and experience with how those ideas have interacted with their history learning. In other words, a deeper grasp of the interpretational nature of historical knowledge seems to occur when students actually question what is presented to them and do not just sit back and “enjoy” what they are learning. Simply put, when they do not accept the role of empty vessels that need to be filled up to the brim with the professor’s knowledge, but are actually engaged in understanding the material using their own perspective, they reach a higher level of epistemological sophistication. Their wrestling with the material does not result in any definitive, clear conclusion or rejection (nobody stated that they refused to read or study a specific topic), but seems to help them to feel more at ease with the complexity of historical knowledge.

While the source of the discovery might have been unexpected, its substance confirms findings both from the field of cognitive psychology
and from the scholarship of teaching and learning in history. Indeed, one of the main messages of British scholar Alan Booth’s work is that “Reflection is required to turn experience into understanding.”31 Booth states that when the goal of students is to achieve understanding, they will “subject their personal values and beliefs (and those of their teachers, discipline and society) to close scrutiny.”32 He argues that students achieve deep and true understanding of a historical problem when they integrate personal ideas and experiences with the disciplinary modes of investigation. When students manage to find such levels of meaning and engagement in what they are learning, they are often transformed.33 In light of what I learned about my students, in the next section, I will provide practical applications of my findings and give specific guidelines on how to bring current affairs to the history classroom to stimulate epistemic growth.

**Application of My Findings to the History Classroom**

After discovering the connection between epistemic sophistication and personal involvement, I started to reflect on my students’ epistemic frames and the epistemic climate I had created in the classroom to see if my instruction was partially responsible for their epistemic growth. When I asked the students what their e-frames for the courses were, they mostly stated that they were expecting to learn about a specific historical period, that knowledge would be delivered by the professor, and that their contribution to that knowledge would come from asking questions in class. None of them mentioned anything about learning or applying a specific method of inquiry. In sum, they expected to be passive recipients of content (although most of them were not, as we have seen). However, the epistemic climate I applied in those classes (namely, methods and activities used that imply specific epistemic views) turned out to be completely different from any previous semester. Truthfully, the source of inspiration for the change was the desire to give students an opportunity to engage in civic discourse in a civil fashion—basically a modest antidote to the pervasive Internet troll mentality and the attempt to muddle people’s ability to discern false statements. As a result, that semester, whenever I would see a possible connection with the daily news and what we were discussing in class that day, I gave students a few minutes at the beginning of class to share their comments on the event with the other classmates. To be
clear, I was not asking students to discuss the current event because I believed that the very same event had already occurred in the past and all there was left to do was to use the present to better understand what we were studying in history (that is, I was not equating and collapsing the past with the present). It was more about asking the students to consider how a current problem that requires an explanation and interpretation can be understood. Indeed, the aim of the activity was to provide a mental exercise to show students the multiplicity of reasons and perspectives involved in making sense of an event. For instance, the week I was teaching the paradigm shift initiated by the Scientific Revolution that eventually led to the modern worldview, news outlets were insistently covering President Donald Trump’s plan to withdraw the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement. The media were also giving ample space to supporters and opponents of such a decision. Listening to the debate, I was especially intrigued by how laypersons were using scientific evidence in support or against specific environmental policies and international agreements. I thought that the questioning of scientific knowledge using faith-based, anecdotal, or economic arguments could be used in the classroom to help students understand the multiple voices emerging when an established worldview is being questioned. One day, I started the class by asking students to share the arguments for and against the withdrawal, and how we may explain such views within the current political and cultural context. When I offered this activity, students were eager to talk and presented differing interpretations of the meaning and significance of the event. Several students had strong political opinions about the issue and my job was to remind them that the purpose of the session was not to convince the class that one idea was better than any other, but to hear the multiplicity of views. I wrapped up the session with a brief summary of the perspectives presented, a short reflection on the intricacies involved in the understanding the meaning of the event, and then I transitioned into that day’s historical topic, making sure to frame the class in such a way that the striking contextual differences between the present and the past were clear to everybody.

When I first did this exercise, I was not aware of the correlation between students’ awareness of their personal views and the role that their engagement with history at a personal level plays in their epistemic growth. I had to wait for the following semester to refine the exercise and determine the potential benefits of the activity.
Epistemic Cognition through Current Affairs: Sample Exercise

The first key point that emerged from my investigation is that looking at the history classroom through the lens of epistemic cognition may help teachers reflect on their teaching and thus better understand students’ learning. Without going to the extent of administering the BHQ, history teachers could ask students to reflect on their conceptions of the nature of historical knowledge and then use their answers to detect the potential disconnect between their own epistemic views and those of the students. Questions like “What does it mean to think historically?” and “How is historical knowledge created?” may give us an initial understanding of students’ epistemic stances and what we need to work on to help them progress. Relatedly, my experience seemed to indicate the need to explicitly investigate epistemological assumptions and discuss the epistemological problems involved in the construction of historical knowledge. Sharing with the students an actual example of what historical interpretation is (even a single class period in which we introduce students to a historical issue from a historiographical perspective) may help open their minds to the complexities of historical interpretation. Additionally, my investigation suggested that giving students the chance to discuss current affairs in the history classroom may actually help them think about history in a more sophisticated fashion. The problems arising from bringing political issues to the history class are daunting, but I believe they are tractable if the activity is framed appropriately.

Recently, in my upper-level twentieth-century European history course, we had been reading German and Italian sources from the 1930s. Students’ attention focused on the various ways witnesses made sense of the coeval manifestations of violence. Right around the same time we were discussing this material, a major hate crime occurred in the United States. I found that the ensuing debate on the causes behind this shooting could be used in class to help students work with the search for meaning that arises when violence strikes. In class, I showed my students some of the statements the alleged shooter had been posting on social media, then I asked them to reflect on how such a horrific attack may be explained. I told them very clearly and multiple times that my role was to facilitate the sharing of views among students and not provide my own interpretation. Some
students in the class stated that the alleged shooter was just another “crazy guy with a gun.” Others mentioned the current overheated political climate that encourages some extremists to act in violent ways. My role during the session was to ask more questions so that students could clarify their answers or back them up with more evidence, and encourage more students to share their views.

Running the session was not easy: I did not want to lead the conversation in any specific direction, nor did I want students to think we were instead engaging in a debate, going back and forth trying to find a final, single explanation for the massacre. Additionally, the discussion did not address some of the problems I was hoping would emerge, and at times I was tempted to ask questions that would raise those issues, but then I decided against a strong intervention to avoid imposing a specific line of interpretation. I closed the session with a brief discussion on the importance of considering multiple views when trying to understand an event, the context in which those views emerged, and ultimately the need to provide an interpretation of the event. I then moved to the review of the historical context of Europe in the 1930s, emphasizing the differences with the present, and then to the discussion of the sources. I used the last five minutes of the class to ask students to share comments about the exercise. Some students stated that they appreciated the activity, but they were hoping we would spend more time on the discussion because they love to debate. Others found the activity stimulating because they had never thought that a single event could be perceived and understood in so many different ways. A few said that, while they had strong views on the issue, they found it useful to hear their classmates’ ideas and “could see why they held such stances.” Several students told me that the activity helped them think more deeply about their beliefs, but they definitely needed more time to reflect on the ideas that had emerged in the discussion. When I asked them if the activity was actually useful in helping them understand why people living in the 1930s interpreted the acts of violence in differing ways, all students agreed that it did. Still somewhat bewildered, they also hinted at the inescapable need to interpret those sources in their historical context. All of them wanted more time to discuss the current political climate, but I gently told them that all I could do was initiate the conversation that then could be continued outside class. I used this exercise on several other occasions (the recent commemorations honoring the
end of World War I gave me many opportunities to bring official speeches from various world leaders to the classroom and then ask students to interpret what they meant) and, each time, I got similar results and comments. What follows are specific guidelines for the activity I have developed from my experience.

**Epistemic Cognition through Current Affairs: Guidelines**

My first suggestion for the discussion is to pick a current issue that is still not well understood and that could provide a multitude of interpretations. It is also essential to avoid using current events to stir students towards the instructor’s way of understanding the present, as at this point, students are still searching for meaning rather than for a simple, pre-packaged answer. To be clear, the connection between the current event and historical content should not be rooted in simplistic similarities that flatten our thinking, but instead be inspired by an uncertainty in our understanding and a genuine desire to investigate together a problem. Indeed, the event should be used as the manifestation of a much more complex issue that demands to be interpreted.

The second recommendation is to make clear that the goal of the exercise is to promote epistemological questioning rather than impose political views on others. It is also essential to keep the session short: seven to ten minutes at the beginning of class are enough to bring the contemporary world into the history classroom and stimulate student thinking. Next, after presenting the issue, instead of nonchalantly asking students what they think about it, I recommend asking them to state how the issue may be explained, why they hold that stance, the evidence supporting it, and how the issue may be understood in the broader political, cultural, and social context. Hopefully, students will get involved in a lively exchange of ideas in which multiple perspectives are discussed. Since the purpose of the exercise is to help students reflect on their political and personal views and the challenges involved in interpreting the meaning of an event, it is the responsibility of the instructor to manage the conversation along the lines of self-reflection and mutual understanding—and never as a political debate. The transition to the discussion of the historical material must be done with great attention to avoid making simplistic comparisons. Last, in addition to
the epistemological challenges involved in understanding the event, the instructor needs to address contextual differences between the present and the historical period investigated.

Conclusion

The clearest message that emerges from the scholarship of teaching and learning in history, the work of the educational researchers, and my small study is that students of history have a hard time fully comprehending how historical knowledge is constructed. We need, therefore, to address epistemological issues explicitly and persistently in our classes if we want our students to be at ease with the interpretational nature of historical knowledge. Additionally, a familiarity with students’ three main epistemic stances about history (objectivist, subjectivist, and criterialist) could inspire us to evaluate students’ historical knowledge from an epistemological perspective and adjust our instruction based on that interpretation of their work.

Additionally, an approach to history teaching that does not shy away from discussing the complexity behind the creation of historical knowledge would also help students become comfortable with dealing with ill-defined problems—that is, problems that defy straight-forward, clear, and simple answers. Such “soft skill” is greatly appreciated in the world of work. As Lendol Calder and Tracy Steffes have suggested in their work on the importance of measuring college learning in history, the workplace needs leaders able to deal with complex questions and innovative answers, and history majors who have been exposed to “good history teaching” should be well-prepared to excel in such environment.34

Of course, a class environment that encourages epistemological questioning would serve as a good model to students who plan to become social studies teachers. Indeed, research shows that teachers need to have a good grasp of all epistemic issues involved in history to be confident enough to move away from a “facts only” mode of instruction.35

Epistemic-centered history pedagogy could also help teachers better understand their own epistemic beliefs and how these views influence their teaching choices.36 Perusing our syllabi, lectures, and assignments to reach a deeper understanding of the reasons behind our preferred modes of teaching may encourage us to make
our expectations more transparent to our audience and make sure they align with those of students, thus filling the miscommunication gap so common in the history classroom.

Additionally, in a post-truth, “fake news” world, the commitment to helping students make sense of how knowledge is achieved should define any history teacher’s work because it has become apparent that in the twenty-first century, epistemological sophistication is a core quality of a well-educated person. Sam Wineburg and his team provide easy access to a wealth of material teachers can use to help students become shrewd users of “information.”

The research also shows that a self-awareness of one’s personal beliefs and how they interact with doing history seems to be just as important as the rigorous application of the historical method. Indeed, if doing history is to ask students to “enter a contested discourse in which they produce their own judgments and argue for them on the basis of historical evidence,” we need to provide them with opportunities for (judgment-free) self-reflection so that they can better understand what their beliefs are and how those beliefs interact with the material they are learning. An approach to history teaching that places equal emphasis on content and epistemic questions certainly seems the appropriate environment for this kind of activity to take place.

Although I do not have any definite evidence to argue that bringing current affairs to the history classroom does contribute to students’ epistemic growth (a subject for a different study), my experience seems to indicate that they still are significant benefits to this activity. My modest experience seems to indicate that students crave the opportunity to engage in conversations about current issues and the history classroom could provide a suitable environment for a civil exchange of views that could help students reflect on their own views and that of others—all of which contribute to a more personal approach to their learning. Depending on the instructor’s ability to find effective connections with the present and the past, and the similarities and differences between the two, the activity could also provide students the basic epistemological tools to start to make sense of our convoluted present that begs for discernment.

In sum, a classroom epistemic climate that consistently nurtures epistemological questioning may help all of us (students and teachers) understand what we once did not even have the words to express.
Notes


8. For more information on Sam Wineburg and the Stanford History Education Group, see <https://sheg.stanford.edu/>.


23. There are a few very similar questionnaires with slightly different names that Bruce VanSledright and Liliana Maggioni have created. I used the one Maggioni employed to collect data for her doctoral dissertation. See Liliana Maggioni, “Studying Epistemic Cognition in the History Classroom: Cases of Teaching and Learning to Think Historically,” (Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland, 2010), 356, available at <https://drum.lib.umd.edu/handle/1903/10797>. For interesting reflections on the opportunities and limitations of this instrument, see Gerhard Stoel, Albert Logtenberg, Bjorn Wansink, Tim Huijgen, Carla van Boxtel, and Jannet van Drie, “Measuring Epistemological Beliefs in History Education: An Exploration of Naïve and Nuanced Beliefs,” *International Journal of Educational Research* 83 (2017): 120-134.


30. All names of students are pseudonyms.


36. For a fascinating overview of how teachers’ specific disciplinary beliefs influence their pedagogy, see Alan Booth, *Teaching History at University*, 52-58.

Appendix A

**Beliefs about History Questionnaire (BHQ)**  
(Adapted from Liliana Maggioni)

**Directions:** For the items below, please CIRCLE the number that best reflects your level of disagreement/agreement with the given statement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. It is fundamental that students are taught to support their reasoning with evidence.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. History is simply a matter of interpretation.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. A historical account is the product of a disciplined method of inquiry.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Students who read many history books learn that the past is what the historian makes it to be.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Disagreement about the same event in the past is always due to lack of evidence.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Good students know that history is basically a matter of opinion.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Students need to be taught to deal with conflicting evidence.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Historical claims cannot be justified, since they are simply a matter of interpretation.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Good general reading and comprehension skills are enough to learn history well.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Since there is no way to know what really happened in the past, students can believe whatever story they choose.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. History is a critical inquiry about the past.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. The past is what the historian makes it to be.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13. Comparing sources and understanding author perspective are essential components of the process of learning history.

14. It is impossible to know anything for sure about the past, since no one of us was there.

15. Knowledge of the historical method is fundamental for historians and students alike.

16. The facts speak for themselves.

17. Students need to be aware that history is essentially a matter of interpretation.

18. Reasonable accounts can be constructed even in the presence of conflicting evidence.

19. Even eyewitnesses do not always agree with each other, so there is no way to know what happened.

20. Teachers should not question students’ historical opinions, only check that they know the facts.

21. History is the reasonable reconstruction of past occurrences based on the available evidence.

22. There is no evidence in history.

Range: Strongly Agree = +3 to Strongly Disagree = -3

(Strongly Agree) 6 = +3 (Agree) 5 = +2 (Somewhat Agree) 4 = +1
(Somewhat Disagree) 3 = -1 (Disagree) 2 = -2 (Strongly Disagree) 1 = -3

Subjectivist statements: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 22 MAX SCORE: -24
Objectivist statements: 5, 9, 16, 19, 20 MAX SCORE: -12
Criterialist statements: 1, 3, 7, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21 MAX SCORE: 27

Note: Data analysis seems to suggest most students misinterpret statement 17 as a subjectivist statement.
Appendix B

Summary Results for Beliefs about History Questionnaire (BHQ)

Criterialist  Subjective  Objective
Appendix C

Free-Response/Open-Ended Questionnaire

Directions: For the items below, check all the statements that best apply to you. For the remaining questions, please try to be specific in your answers.

____ I am the first one in my family to go to a four-year college.
____ I grew up in a conservative home.
____ I grew up in a progressive home.
____ I grew up in a home where religion played a very important role.
____ I grew up in a home where religion did not play a very important role.

1. How would you describe your political views? Please try to be specific.

2. How would you describe your religious views? Please try to be specific.

3. What does it mean to think historically? Be very specific with your answer.

4. Where do you think historical knowledge comes from? Do you think historians may disagree on what that is? Why?

5. How do you think your political views have shaped your willingness to engage with material covered in a history course? In other words, was there a time in which you did not really want to learn something covered in a history class because you thought it was against your political views?

6. How do you think your views on religion have shaped your willingness to engage with material covered in a history course? In other words, was there a time in which you did not really want to learn something covered in a history class because you thought it was against your religious views?

7. How do you think your upbringing has shaped your willingness to engage with material covered in a history course?
## Appendix D

### Summary Results for Free-Response Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Political and religious views and upbringings</th>
<th>Discusses/describes some kind of intrapersonal dialogue with material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kendal</td>
<td>History Senior</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Conservative Religious First Gen</td>
<td>Yes: “I do not take anything at face value.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amani</td>
<td>History Junior</td>
<td>Conservative Non-religious</td>
<td>No: “My political views did not affect my willingness to learn. I was open to every concept.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>History Junior</td>
<td>Politics and religion were never really discussed</td>
<td>No: “I am always open to new ideas and I absolutely love to learn anything.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayla</td>
<td>History Senior</td>
<td>Progressive Religious First Gen</td>
<td>Yes: “I wrestle with my own bias all the time.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Political Science (History Minor) Senior</td>
<td>Progressive Non-religious</td>
<td>Yes: “I use my atheism to filter most if not all the material through.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>History Junior</td>
<td>Politics and religion were never really discussed First Gen</td>
<td>No: “No. There was never a time where I did not want to learn something because of my political or religious views.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amariah</td>
<td>History Junior</td>
<td>Conservative Religious</td>
<td>Yes: “To think historically you really have to remove yourself from the topic. You have to look at the facts and the events, understand that there is more to it and take away your own biases and emotions (something I struggle w/constantly).”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob</td>
<td>Int’l Studies (History Minor) Junior</td>
<td>Progressive Religious</td>
<td>No: “Never really happened to me. I always enjoy learning and do not really care what it is about as long as I learn.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler</td>
<td>Political Science Senior</td>
<td>Conservative Religious First Gen</td>
<td>Yes: “I had a hard time with some of the pre-modern ideas. I am such a product of the Enlightenment.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>History Senior</td>
<td>Conservative Non-religious First Gen</td>
<td>Yes: “I have disagreed on several things.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Major/Minor</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Political Views</td>
<td>Religious Views</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religious First Gen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashleigh</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religious First Gen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan</td>
<td>Political Science/Int’l Studies</td>
<td>Sophomore</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religion did not play an important role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nate</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religion did not play an important role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia</td>
<td>Psychology (History Minor)</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli</td>
<td>Int’l Studies</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudi</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Apolitical Non-religious</td>
<td>First Gen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>Int’l Studies</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>Political Science/History</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Religious First Gen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Range of Topics from Pop Culture to History

Offer your students well-rounded courses on current trends in Asia with our extensive scope of Asia-focused publications.

Explore the whole range of AAS books at http://bit.ly/AASPublications